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How to let the Word of God constantly speak over your home

24/7
At a recent weekly company meeting, one of the participants remarked how great the peace within the company at
TheWoman.com was and how we constantly had the Words for Healing CD playing in one the rooms. Often they would
walk past the room and stand at the door and listen. Words for Healing plays constantly in a locked room that houses the
God Heals Oil. The room is sanctified and only pastors or virgins may enter the room to prepare or fill the oil. God Heals
Oil is a special oil that we use for anointing and is given to the attendees of God Heals. www.GodHeals.net
I have Words for Healing playing 24/7 in the church garden. I suddenly realized that I have the Word of God playing at the
business and the church but that I did not have it playing at my home. Often there is far more turmoil and dissention in the
home than at church or your workplace and the home is the FIRST place the Word of God should have been playing but
often it is either the last or it never speaks over your home. This system is also at www.TheCenturyFountain.com.
I went through several systems before I found one that worked really well. I want to give you the benefit of the trial and
error of my experience with finding the best system and the simple instructions for you to set it up in your home.
A system had to have several features:
1. It needed to be reliable. Many of the speaker systems that I bought would play for a few months and then burn out.
2. It needed to keep playing or resume if the power blinked out. It needs to function day after day without any oversight.
3. It needed to be simple.
4. It needed to be able to continuously play a file or files 24/7 without manually restarting.
I found a system that was nearly perfect for this purpose. I am giving you the details here if you want to setup the Word of
God playing 24/7 in your home or other environment. I also found an excellent free audio version of the Bible that really
sounds super. That version is included at no extra cost on the USB Flash Drive of the Words for Healing CD.
This is the setup used to play the Words For Healing CD 24/7 at TheCenturyFountain.com and what you will need to
continuously play the Word of God over your home or any other environment:
1. Speaker system: $25-$30 http://amzn.com/B0089ZV1WY This one works excellently and holds up well. Even many of
the larger and more expensive speakers don’t sound as good or hold up as well.
2. USB wall power adapter: You probably have a spare one of these. The speaker includes a USB cable but you will
need an AC to USB wall adapter. If you don’t have one this unit will work. $6 http://amzn.com/B00HPTU5N6
3. Flash drive or Words for Healing on a flash drive: You may already have a spare Flash Drive. Most stores sell them.
Any size Flash Drive 1GB or more will work. 2 GB Flash Drive $5 with shipping http://amzn.com/B00D4I0FI2
or Words for Healing on an 8 GB Flash Drive $20 www.HealingCD.com
4. Words for Healing CD The MP3 instant download is $7 or the CD is $10 or Words for Healing pre-installed and ready
to play on an 8GB Flash Drive including the full audio Bible is $20. www.HealingCD.com
Note: You will need to transfer the Words for Healing CD or MP3 file to the USB Flash Drive but you can plug the Words
for Healing Flash Drive straight in and you will not need number 4. Note: we make no money or commission on the Amazon products.
You may download the KJV audio Bible yourself at http://www.divinerevelations.info/bible/index.htm

This KJV free audio Bible sounds BETTER than many of the paid Audio Bibles and is EXCELLENT! It is included on the USB.

That is what you will need to play the Word of God continuously.
Setup instructions are on page 2.
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What you need to continuously play the Word of God in your home is on page 1

Here is how to set it all up
®

1. Unbox the Sonaverse speaker and remove the clear wrapping.
2. Insert the included battery by following these steps:
a) Turn speaker with the dial facing right
b) The battery door will be in the lower right hand corner.
c) Push the latch up at the bottom with your fingernail and swing the battery door up.
d) Push the battery in with the metal contacts down and towards the unit and the + symbol down
e) Close the battery door
3. There are two cables in the box. One is a USB cable and the other is a headset cable. You will NOT need the headset
cable. The headset cable (the one that you do not need) has two identical ends.
4. Plug the smaller end of the USB cable into the speaker. Plug the other end of the USB cable into the USB wall power
adapter. You either bought this separately or you already had one as indicated on page 1. The red LED light will come on
indicating the unit is charging.
5. Plug the USB Flash Drive into the speaker. If you purchased the Words for Healing CD on Flash Drive then the Words
for Healing CD and the full audio Bible will be on the Flash Drive and ready to play. If you create your own Flash Drive,
transfer the Words for Healing MP3 file and any other audio or music that you want to play continuously to the Flash
Drive. All files must be in MP3 format and all files MUST be in the root of the Flash Drive which means they do not need to
be in a folder on the Flash Drive but in the root with no folders. The Words for Healing CD is duplicated several times on
the USB Flash Drive. This allows for it to play more often when set to Random Play and Words for Healing will play about
40% of the time and the Bible 60%.
6. Turn the Power Switch on top of the speaker on by sliding it to the left. Audio should begin playing shortly.
7. Adjust the volume to your satisfaction. Remember this will be playing 24/7 and in the middle of the night.
8. If only the Words for Healing CD is on the Flash Drive then you are all set. If there are other files or if you purchased
the Words for Healing USB Flash Drive then you have two choices on how the files play. Play sequentially or play in
random order (my preference). To play sequentially (which means it will play Words for Healing first and then the Bible
from Genesis to Revelation in order) leave things as they are. To play in random order (Best) simply press the Back arrow
button (<<) for two seconds. The Back arrow button is the top button of the three buttons on the front with the arrows
facing towards the volume knob. This will activate Random Play and the bluish-white light will turn a reddish-orange color
indicating the player is in Random Play mode. In this mode it will play all of the files on the Flash Drive in random order
continuously. Pressing the Back button for two seconds toggles between Normal Play and Random Play.
9. Leave the unit playing. If the power goes out the unit will continue to play until the battery runs down which is about six
hours. When the power comes back on, the unit will begin playing again. Note: If placed outdoors, place the unit in a one
®
gallon Ziplock bag and zip it closed. Only the power cord will exit the bag in a small corner but turn the bag so the
opening is at the bottom and tape it shut. This will prevent any moisture from entering the bag and getting the system wet.
10. Let the Word of God constantly go forth in your home.
What you might notice is that when playing in Random Play often the very scripture or Words for Healing section that is
playing when you listen is somehow exactly what you need. Perhaps Random is not really Random.
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